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Working on the matrix with my brother, Sumer



OBJECTIVE
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I build most of my projects either for my own hands-on learning or to
explain difficult concepts to kids. Curious as to how large LED displays work, I
began researching them in the beginning of 2016. I was blown away by the
simplicity of the concept running most of the displays around us. I built many
small LED matrices but none of them seemed to inspire kids. So, in the summer
of 2016, along with my brother, I decided to make a huge 5x5 display to explain
the technology running all the displays around us.

A 5x5 grid is made of scrap wood sidings. The matrix has a total length
and breadth of 1m. To light up each box we used 20cm of LED strip. We
connected the LED’s anodes together in rows and cathodes together in
columns. To enable and disable the rows and columns we made two driver
boards. For testing, the first used relays and for our final demonstrations we
used transistors.

The wiring for this project was quite simple on paper but too time and
patience to execute. All cathodes and anodes were connected as common
columns and rows as shown below.

BUILD OVERVIEW

HARDWARE



CONTROL BOARD
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A control board is connected to the Arduino to switch the 12v LED strips
on and off. As they are high current loads, we used a relay board for initial
testing and later a transistor board.

The fundamental principle of the code relies on 2 arrays. One to store
the column element and another to store the row element. Each segment that
is to be lit up has a row and column element in the respective arrays and a for
loop runs through each of these segments faster than the refresh rate of our
eyes – making it seem like all the segments are lighting up together.

SOFTWARE

For initial testing, we only connected 6/10 
transistors to control 5 columns and 1 row
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- 1x Arduino Uno
- 5m LED strip cut to 20cm lengths
- Multistrand Wire
- 10x TIP 127 Transistor
- 12v Power Supply 

. 

BILL OF MATERIALS

COMPLETE CIRCUIT

Note: the 3rd terminal of each transistor is to be connected 
to 12v and ground for the anode and cathode respectively


